PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT
Of the
Black Iron Prison Investment Club
BLACK IRON PRISON END USER LICENSE AGREEMENT
IMPORTANT - PLEASE READ CAREFULLY:
This End User License Agreement ("Agreement") constitutes a valid and binding agreement, and
is necessary for existence. You have no choice but to enter into this agreement, so please be
aware of the terms as defined below.
This AGREEMENT of PARTNERSHIP is made as of May 23rd, 2007, by and between the undersigned
Partners.
I. Formation
The undersigned hereby form a General Partnership in, and in accordance with the laws of, the
State of Being.
II. BLACK IRON PRISON TERMS
Black Iron Prison ("BIP") ownership entitles user to equip and use a licensed cell on one unique
human for an unknown time period.
BIP ownership period will vary according to life choices including but not limited to: natural or
deliberate action resulting in death, coma, state of mental disability, or a permanent vegetative
state. Access to above-mentioned cell may or may not terminate at the end of the ownership
period. The ownership duration will be computed from the date on which the necessary licensing
information is made available to the end-user ("Birth")..
III. PROVISIONS
A. You, the end user, are the sole and exclusive owner of all materials provided by the BIP.
Nothing in this Agreement shall operate to transfer any title or ownership interest in such
materials to anyone but you.
B. You acknowledge that you have the ability to provide support, including but not limited to
installation, maintenance, debugging and improvements, for materials, this includes but is not
limited to: choosing the dimensions and furnishings of your cell, the flexibility of said dimensions,
and the ability to make choices from the options available.
C. You acknowledge that you have the ability to change any of the parameters for your cell. Said
parameters include, but are not limited to: the abovementioned dimensions, furnishings,
flexibility, and choices. Think big.
IV. BREACH OF PROVISIONS
A. You acknowledge that failure to engage these abilities will result in support being provided for
you externally.
B. You acknowledge that in the result of support being provided for you, third party bars to the
cell may be established, and that by using such services you understand that this third party bar
may affect the way your paradigm’s shift ("Brainwashing"). You agree that you must evaluate,
and bear all risks associated with, the use of any content, including any reliance on the accuracy,
completeness, or usefulness of such content.
C. You acknowledge that continued breach of provisions may or may not result in an inability to
filter third party bars, as well as an inability to provide your own support.

